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1. Introduction

Multiple imputation is a statistical technique designed to handling the missing data. Here

we consider the stratified sampling and apply the discrete case of mutiple imputation method

with and without weighting cell adjustment. For discrete case, Bayesian bootstrap(BB) will be

used.

2. Multiple Imputaion Method

Let yij be random sample from ith strata , and each stratum is divived into jth cell. The

sample we collected is consisted of responded, y
(1)
ij and nonresponded data,y

(0)
ij and can be writ-

ten as;

yij = {y(1)
ij , y

(0)
ij }

Here, in this study, we applied the imputation method without and with weighting cell

adjustment.

2.1 Without weighting cell adjustment

strata

1 ..... i ..... I

y11 ..... yi1 ..... yI1

y12 ..... yi2 ..... yI2

. ..... . ..... .

. ..... . ..... .

. ..... . ..... .

y1(k−1) ..... yi(k−1)i
..... yI(k−1)i

y1k ..... yiki
..... yIkI



In this case, we apply the imputation method in only considersing starta. Let y∗iki
be the

imputed values for y
(0)
iki

which is nonresponded sample with kth
i unit in ith strata. Therefore,

using BB method, any imputed values for each stratum are from each stratum.

Now with imputed values, y∗iki
i=1,...,I, we have completed data sets, yi(l) in each ith strata.

And our final result can be obtained by

ŷ =
M∑

l=1

[
I∑

i=1

Pi(ȳi(l))]/M

where M is number of imputations ,l=1,.., M and Pi is the sample weight of ith stratum.

2.2 With weighting cell adjustment

For weighting cell adjustment, we divided into several(=J) cells in each stratum. Again us-

ing the BB method, imputation values at each cell are obtained from each cell respectively. Then

with imputed values, y∗ijkj
i=1,...,I, j=1,..,J , we have complete data sets, [yi(l)|yijkj

, j = 1, .., J ]

in each ith strata, l=1,...,M.

Then final estimator will be used the same formular as section 2.1 . Such as

ŷ =
M∑

l=1

[
I∑

i=1

Pi(ȳi(l))]/M

where M is number of imputations , l=1,.., M and Pi is the sample weight of ith stratum.

However the final estimate will be different due to different completed data set, between

with and without weighting cell adjustment . That is ¯yi(l). will be based on the adjusted data

set.

3. summary

In this presentation , we are expecting the results on with weighting cell adjustment

estimator will give the better on MSE value compare with without . Also applying the proper

multiple imputation technique will be discussed.
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